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Throughout its evolution, the
Airline Passenger Experience
Association has stayed in step
with the industry by learning
from its past while keeping an
eye on its future.
BY CAROLINE KU
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S

ince the very first industrywide gathering of professionals
whose job it was to put
entertainment on aircraft, the
goal has been to bring together airlines
and vendors from around the world to
discuss collective challenges. The idea
came up over lunch at Scandia, in West
Hollywood, in 1978. Claus Jensen of Thai
Airways International was telling Cindy
Tarver and Bill Stewart of Billboard Music
In The Air about the need for a forum to
discuss emerging in-flight entertainment
(IFE) software and hardware solutions,
and perhaps form an association, too.

“There was no way for the people in
in-flight entertainment to get together.
There was no forum for it. And so we
decided: Wouldn’t it be smarter if we
… had an annual get-together, and …
exchanged ideas, for the improvement of
our industry,” Jensen said in a 1983 issue
of the Airline Entertainment Association
(AEA) newsletter. Could the association
then commission committees to tackle
technical issues and publish a newsletter
to keep members up to date on those
topics? Tarver started thinking. Billboard
had just sponsored and produced a series
of music-related meetings. Perhaps her

PHOTOS: APEX ARCHIVES
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Much has
changed over
the association’s
40 years!

company could be convinced to sponsor
and produce a convention related to IFE?
She was right. So was the timing.

SETTING THE SCENE

Besides the need for IFE folks to meet,
there was another catalyst that led to
the formation of the association. Riding
on the success of an ingenious 8mm
cassette-based IFE system that would
play on loop and fit conveniently inside a
baggage bin, Trans Com, along with some
movie studios, entertainment distributors
and duplicators, had been hosting an
annual, invite-only junket to wine and dine
airline representatives. This made them the
envy of competitors, especially of Inflight
Services and Bell & Howell, which were the
other major IFE hardware suppliers of the
day. “The competitors started looking at
this and thought, ‘Trans Com is stealing our

thunder. We need to do something.’ That’s
when AEA started – and Trans Com was
not invited,” says Jim Snyder, who was with
Trans Com (which was acquired by Sony
before being absorbed by Rockwell Collins,
which is now called Collins Aerospace)
and sat on the WAEA Board of Directors
from 1995 to 2006.

And so it was decided that Palm Springs,
the classic desert getaway of Hollywood
A-listers, would be the setting for the
first conference on March 18–21, 1979.
Speakers from airlines and vendors were
drafted for discussion panels, and word
about the event traveled by snail mail.
That year, about 150 attendees showed up at
the International Hotel Resort, including
26 airline representatives and more than
50 vendor companies. The city, however,
was hit with unusually cold temperatures
that week, putting a wet blanket on the
outdoor events. Still, “That first 1979
conference was an outstanding success,”
recalled late Avion magazine editor and
publisher John N. White, in an article about
the early days of the event. He went on to
suggest that the atypical weather may even
have contributed to casual conversation,
resulting in camaraderie among attendees. >
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“By the second day, there was a general
consensus, and indeed a sense of
excitement, that the event was a good
thing and should be repeated,” says John
McMahon, who’s now retired but was
with Inflight Services at the time. He was
at that first conference and joined the
AEA board in 1982 for four years, before
returning from 2006 to 2009 (by then
he was with Atlas Air Film and Media).
There was also the fact that mixing the
aviation and entertainment industries
was still relatively new. “The airlines were
in the transportation business, not show
business, so this was alien territory,” he
says. By the fourth day, “airline attendees
met and decided that this meeting would
be best served by becoming a nonprofit

The Airline
Entertainment
Conference takes
place in Palm Springs
in March.

2001
Brisbane
1998
Durban

organization … that no one vendor should
sponsor the event,” Tarver said, in a 1987
issue of the association newsletter.
With some persuasion from airline
delegates, including from White (as Snyder
remebers), who was working for Delta Air

1979
PHOTOS: APEX ARCHIVES

Every location of the
association’s annual
conferences, from its
evolution through AEA
to WAEA to APEX.

Elected officers meet
in the offices of John
Doremus to develop
the framework and
bylaws of the AEA
in November.

1982
A black-tie gala is
added to the last day
of the conference.

1987
Sydney

Lines at the time, Trans Com appeared at
the conference in 1983 and put an end to
its distributors’ conference in 1999. “In my
opinion, the keystone to the success of the
association was altruism,” says McMahon.
“Board members were instinctively
competitive representatives of their own
company, but quickly learned they needed
to leave their company badges at the
door if they were going to be successful
in equally representing all members;
and as this culture took hold, so did the
credibility and stature of the association.”
In November 1979, a group of elected
officers met in Chicago to develop the
framework and bylaws of the AEA, and a
plan was put in place to repeat the event
the following year, in Phoenix. >

1985
The conference
travels to Munich,
its first location
outside the
US, and becomes the World Airline
Entertainment Association (WAEA).
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CONFERENCE-GOING’S JET AGE

For the first several years, the conference
maintained the same format. The most
acceptable venues were hotel and resort
properties that offered meeting rooms,
accommodation and catering at affordable
prices. Back then, exhibitors would set
up a card table and folding chair outside
their hotel room and put out pamphlets
to promote their products and services.
“There were no official appointments,

there was no such thing as screenings,
there was nowhere to put up any graphical
information,” says Michael Childers of
Lufthansa Systems, a current APEX board
member and stalwart of APEX’s Tech
Committee and TECH conference.
Fast-forward to 1985, and AEA is going
through growing pains. There is talk of
changing the association name to be
more encompassing of other aviation
sectors and giving it a more global focus.

Conference Attendance
Numbers, 1997–2018
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Total
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2,000
attendees

By that time, AEA had five conferences
under its belt and “It became clear
that the association was just a bit too
American in character,” McMahon says.
“The opportunity to fix this came when
international airlines showed interest in
representation on the board of directors.”
In the spring of 1985, AEA president
Georg Sahler, of Lufthansa, an avid
woodsman and francophile who was
35 years old (21 when he joined the airline
and proud to tout his youth), announced
in a newsletter that AEA would become the
World Airline Entertainment Association
(WAEA). That same year, the conference
traveled to its first destination outside the
United States: Munich. Sahler explained,
“Because we have achieved international
standing as AEA, we all agreed that a
dramatic and significant name change
should be avoided.” This started a loose
pattern of conferences that were hosted in
the president’s hub city and supported by
the airline they worked for. In 1987, David
Peterson of Qantas took the conference
to Sydney; in 1988, Judy Oldham of Pan
Am took the conference to Miami; in 1989,
Italo Poli of Swissair took the conference
to Basel; in 1991, Mark Horton took the
conference to London; and in 1998, Ruth
Rosenbrock took the conference to Durban.
The association’s efforts to go
international won over attendees, who, as
much as they went to the conferences for
business, enjoyed being plucked from their
day-to-day office lives to participate in an
all-expenses-paid trip abroad, where they
drank, danced and ate with peers from
around the world. But for the association,
these trips abroad just didn’t pay off.
Conferences that remained in the US,
and in particular Southern California,

1986

1987

1988

1989

A management
company is hired to
oversee the day-today running of
the association.

The WAEA
newsletter evolves
into Avion magazine,
with John N. White
at its helm.

Distributor/exhibitor
booths make their
first appearance at
the conference.

The Pioneer Awards
are renamed
Avion Awards.
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where many of the companies that booked
large booth spaces were headquartered,
were profitable; conferences that took place
outside the country were not. To maintain
some sort of international presence, it was
decided that the conference would only
travel abroad every few years. But there
was little consistency to that plan.

BREAKOUT ACTOR

As for the exhibition, it grew from
makeshift stands in a hotel hallway
to filling an entire convention center.
Vendors brought booths that grew
bigger in size and budget, and brighter,
with lights, airline seats, computers,
cabin mockups, tablets and high-tech
demonstrations. The association had also
outgrown its management, which for
years was looked after by a sole, part-time
administrative coordinator, John Hayes.
In 1986, Fontayne Group was hired to
help raise WAEA’s profile. They were
followed by SmithBucklin, Association
Management Group and, since 2009,
global management company Kellen.
Looking back at the various management
handovers, White wrote, “Added
professionalism, strategic planning,

This page,
clockwise: an
Airfone mascot,
hard-wall exhibitor
booths and a
cabin mockup

membership surveys, member services,
the spring workshops, the TV Market,
standard-setting technology committees
and more all represented great forward
steps for the WAEA.”
Around this time, Patrick Brannelly of
Emirates, who had been on and off the
board of directors since 1997, felt that
in order for WAEA to stay relevant, it
had to break away from the IFE clique
and be more inclusive of the rest of the
airline passenger experience industry – in
particular of aircraft seating. (Prior to
that, in the 1990s, the association had
opened the conference up to duty-free
vendors, but some members felt they were
just taking up more of airline attendees’
precious time.) After Brannelly rejoined
the board in 2008, he began pushing for
the association to expand its membership
and spearheaded its name change to
reflect the new direction.
He succeeded in 2010, when the
association was renamed Airline Passenger
Experience Association (APEX). Brannelly
made the announcement at a WAEA

workshop focusing on aircraft seating,
at an Airbus facility in Hamburg, which
happened to be on the turf of Aircraft
Interiors Expo (AIX), a conference
that was becoming more visible on the
exhibition circuit.

PUTTING A FACE TO THE NAME

These days, the air around the conference,
now called APEX EXPO, is different:
There’s an urgency to book appointments,
pull together marketing materials and
press releases and construct elaborate
booths. “Back in the day, there was a lot
more of everyone getting together, and
there was a lot more cross-pollination
between the different vendors and
competitors,” says David Coiley,
vice-president, Aviation, Inmarsat, who
first attended the conference in 1993 and
also participated on the APEX Technology
Committee. “All of a sudden it just became
extremely intense, hard work, with fewer
opportunities to let your hair down and
relax. I think everyone just got a lot more
business-focused and was there to sell.” >

1993

2000

2006

The conference
and exhibition
segments merge
under one roof.

TV Market is introduced
after WAEA is gifted
the conference, formerly
called Inflight Productions
Conference.

The black-tie gala
comes to an end
after this year’s
conference.
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APEX CEO Joe Leader

“I keep saying to
Joe, ‘Do you know
the meaning of the
word overachieve?’
But he doesn’t.”
MICHAEL CHILDERS,
LUFTHANSA SYSTEMS

changed that. At the time of printing,
13 airline CEOs are slated to be at
APEX EXPO in Los Angeles this year,
compared to five last year. “I keep saying
to Joe, ‘Do you know the meaning of the
word overachieve?’ But he doesn’t,”
says Childers.

Over the past few years, APEX has worked
and integrated with International Flight
Services Association (IFSA), also managed
by Kellen and of which Leader is also
CEO, and AIX (APEX promotes its event
in Hamburg, and AIX holds an offshoot
Americas conference at APEX EXPO).
APEX has also agreed to terms for the
acquisition of Future Travel Experience
(FTE), which will help the association
maintain an international foothold through
FTE’s regional Europe, Middle East and
Africa and Asia events. These initiatives
have allowed APEX to have a presence in
catering, cabin interiors, the airport and
beyond, not to mention its work with the
Department of Transportation, Federal
Aviation Administration, International Air
Transport Association and others on the
regulatory side.
Looking around at competing
conferences, there are two things that
distinguish APEX from the others,
Childers says. “In-flight entertainment is
still at our core, and nobody else focuses
on content the way we do. And second,
there is no other association in this space.
Nobody else creates content-delivery
specs or best practices for how to measure
the efficacy of connectivity on the aircraft.
Nobody else goes out to encourage what
biometrics to use.”
Forty years ago, conference topics
centered on music programing, making a
case to manufacture decent headphones
and modernizing IFE hardware. Now,
the conferences have expanded to
include sessions on passport-free
travel, aerotropolises, 3-D printing and
sustainability. Little did Jensen, Tarver or
Stewart know what they were onto.

2010

2015

2019

WAEA rebrands as the
Airline Passenger Experience
Association (APEX), and
Avion becomes APEX
Experience magazine.

APEX hires a CEO,
Joe Leader.

APEX agrees to terms for the
acquisition of Future Travel Experience.
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There was also external pressure coming
from other events. A few years ago, some
of the vendors were starting to see AIX,
which launched in Cannes in 2000 but as
of 2002 had relocated to Hamburg, as the
event to go to. “APEX was starting to fall
by the wayside,” Coiley says. But in 2015,
APEX hired its first and current CEO,
who made his debut at APEX EXPO in
Portland. “Under Joe Leader, things are
really building again … with the significant
profile and attendance he has secured, the
association is doing well.”
Leader, a proponent of personalization
and biometrics, set out to put APEX on
the global stage by giving the association
a recognizable face. Ambitious and not
camera-shy, Leader has upheld certain values
in global discussions involving the airline
industry on seat standards, the electronics
ban and seatback cameras, bringing APEX
to the attention of mainstream media,
airlines, their executives and the aviation
industry at large. The lack of an airline
executive attendance at conferences used
to be an issue for members, but Leader has

MILESTONES

40

Still

Counting
Landing on a genuinely
good idea has been said
to happen to one in a
million – except if you’re
an APEX member.
BY STEPHANIE TAYLOR
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When Inmarsat

When Lumexis

In 1990, a business jet became the first aircraft to fly with mobile
satellite services developed by Inmarsat. Fast-forward to today,
and Inmarsat’s satellite communications are used by more than
200 airlines as well as jet operators and government agencies,
and are installed on more than 90 percent of the world’s aircraft
crossing oceans.
The introduction of Inmarsat’s satcom service extended the
scope of existing datalink services used to communicate with
air traffic control over the ocean for the first time, resulting in a
reduction in aircraft separation standards, meaning three times
more aircraft could fly in any given airspace. This contributed
to the growth of the global economy, to which aviation is
responsible for contributing $2.7 trillion and 65 million jobs.
Like all successes, Inmarsat’s satcom service had many
contributors. Inmarsat began designing the solution in 1985
together with industry working groups including ARINC, the
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) and
ICAO’s Aeronautical Mobile Communications Panel (AMCP),
before companies such as Ball Aerospace, Rockwell Collins (now
Collins Aerospace) and Racal Electronics (now Thales) started
working to validate the technology in 1987. Manufacturing of the
relevant antennas and avionics began in 1988.
As a result of this major collaboration, Inmarsat’s satellite
communications service served as the basis for ICAO’s
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite (Route) Service (AMSRS), which
defined standards for all future air navigation services. These
standards covered operational performance as well as the required
function of avionics. Inmarsat satcom ultimately became a key
component of ICAO’s Future Air Navigation System (FANS)
report published in 1988, for which Inmarsat helped the AMCP
create Standards and Recommended Practices.
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INTRODUCED
FIBER-TOTHE-SCREEN

In 2009, Lumexis Corporation’s Fiber-To-The-Screen
(FTTS) system took off on board an Airbus A320
aircraft as part of a test flight operated by US Airways.
It marked the first time a fiber-optic network was
used to deliver in-flight entertainment (IFE) to a
seatback screen.
Lou Sharkey, who served as president and chief
operations officer at Lumexis until its dissolution
in 2016, explained that the benefits of FTTS were
manifold. “FTTS offered heretofore unheard-of
bandwidth. It allowed 500-plus passengers to
stream high-definition movies on a Boeing 747,” he
commented. “This effectively future-proofed the IFE
system, since airlines could upgrade the system using
the fiber network installed without ripping out wires
and replacing them.”

FTTS was the first new IFE system in over 15 years
to be certified and linefit-approved by Boeing on its
737-800 and 737 MAX aircraft. Flydubai installed FTTS
on over 40 of its 737 aircraft, and “they reported that the
system was completely paid for by the revenue that it
generated,” says Sharkey. According to the airline,
the system is still operating with little support three
full years after Lumexis left the industry due to
liquidity constraints.
As a result of FTTS, Sharkey says the airline
community realized that fiber-optic networks
worked on board and, since its launch in 2009, many
other fiber-related developments have been made
in avionics. This realization also led the Airlines
Electronic Engineering Committee (AEEC) to
establish a subcommittee focused on developing
standards for fiber-optic systems, connectors,
maintenance, training and more.

PHOTOS: INMARSAT; COURTESY OF LOU SHARKEY

MADE ROOM FOR
MORE AIRCRAFT
IN THE SKY

MILESTONES
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When Airvision

TOOK THE IFE SCREEN
FROM COMMUNAL
TO PERSONAL

PHOTO: APEX ARCHIVES

Airvision was the
first to introduce
the personal
IFE screen.

During the early 1980s, Arn Steventon,
a businessman with a pilot’s license,
an engineering background and partial
ownership in a Los Angeles-based
company specializing in aviation
components, was returning from the
Boeing 757 rollout in Seattle.
While watching a film being
screened overhead to the entire
aircraft cabin, Steventon started
daydreaming about putting a
miniature liquid-crystal display (LCD)
TV screen – something he’d recently
seen at the Consumer Electronics

Show (CES) in Las Vegas – into the
seatback in front of him.
Committed to making his daydream
a reality, Steventon founded a
company called Airvision. In 1988,
once Airvision had become a joint
venture between Warner Bros.
and Philips, which provided the
content and the screens respectively,
Northwest Airlines decided to trial
Airvision’s world-first personal
IFE screens.
The carrier installed 116 seatback
screens across business and economy

class on a Boeing 747 operating mainly
between Detroit and Tokyo. Surveys
by Warner Bros. and Northwest
showed that 70 percent of passengers
preferred the personal screens to
overhead units, and British Airways
and Qantas had both announced their
intention to trial the system before
the end of 1988.
Northwest offered passengers a
personal screen with access to six
linear channels showing movies, news,
documentaries, music videos and
cartoons on a fixed schedule.
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When Bluebox BROADENED ACCESS

TO IN-FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

In November 2017, Virgin Atlantic
became the first airline to offer
accessible IFE fleetwide with the launch
of Bluebox aIFE. Codeveloped by the
airline, Bluebox Aviation
Systems (Bluebox) and Guide
Dogs in the United Kingdom, Bluebox
aIFE provides content for visually
impaired passengers.
The Bluebox aIFE platform is a fully
customized iPad-based user interface
that builds upon the accessibility
features of Apple’s iOS platform, such as
VoiceOver and Zoom, with the addition
of support for multiple languages,

5

PHOTOS: BLUEBOX AVIATION SYSTEMS; COURTESY OF W.L. GORE

When
Gore’s

CABLES
HELPED
PUT
PEOPLE
ON THE
MOON

closed captions and audio-description
for the IFE environment.
David Brown, business development
director for Bluebox, says, “Bluebox aIFE
gives this group of passengers what’s
missing from an airline system that
doesn’t meet their needs: equality and
independence – two things we discovered
were in many ways more important than
the entertainment itself. Learning that, and
ultimately providing a solution that made
this passenger community feel the industry
listened to them, made this the most
humbling and enjoyable project any of us
have ever worked on.”

It has been 50 years since the Apollo 11 spaceflight made Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin the first people to walk on the moon, an achievement in which
W. L. Gore & Associates (Gore) played a key role.
For starters, the company’s MULTI-TET ribbon cables were used in the two Apollo
Guidance Computers that navigated and controlled the spacecraft. According to
Gore, it took approximately 10,500 keystrokes to get to the moon and back.
NASA also used 50-foot-long flat copper conductor cables manufactured by Gore
to connect seismographic equipment to the lunar lander. Formed of many layers
laminated together, the outer layer used a Kapton polyimide film with a melting
temperature above 572°F (300°C) that protected the inner layers from the lunar
surface and from radiation. Gore believes its cabling is still working on the moon today.
In total, Gore has been part of more than 100 spaceflight programs, such as
the Space Shuttle Program, International Space Station and the Hubble Space
Telescope – all with a
100-percent failure-free record.
Its products have also played
a role in missions to Pluto,
Jupiter, Saturn and Mars.
Success in space paved
the way for Gore to develop
innovative solutions for in-flight
entertainment and connectivity
on commercial aircraft: Gore’s
Leaky Feeder Antennas keep
passengers connected to
airborne Wi-Fi, while its family
of Ethernet and fiber-optic
cables transmit fast, reliable data
on airborne digital networks.
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When Asinc

CREATED THE FIRST
MOVING MAP
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colors represented various elevations),
assigned a number to each color, then
keyed in a file of numbers for each pixel
on the page.”
Salter continues, “Then, we wrote
software so that the Airshow computer
could load this list of numbers into
a video frame memory for displaying
on the screen and, of course, read the
position of the aircraft from the aircraft
navigation system in order to overlay
an aircraft symbol on the map.”

The Airshow DIU containing both the
maps and the software to generate
the video rapidly became Asinc’s leading
product, but it wasn’t until the mid-’80s,
when the company attended a WAEA
conference, that commercial airlines saw
the moving map product. Salter says,
“Swissair was immediately interested. At
the time, they had a paper map tacked
to the wall in the cabin. The chief purser
would periodically move a pin to show
the updated position of the aircraft!”

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF ASINC

Sometime in late 1980, a man
named Dutch Arvor, who worked for
Wisconsin-based fixed-base operator
K-C Aviation in Appleton, chastised the
three men behind Asinc – Steve Long,
Al Muesse and Rich Salter – when they
tried to sell him their product.
It was a package that included a small
cathode-ray tube television set, Atari
games console and Airshow Digital
Interface Unit (Airshow DIU). The
Airshow DIU interfaced with a business
jet’s avionics and generated
a video signal that displayed
its ground speed and altitude.
The solution was made to be
strapped to passenger seats.
“He basically said, ‘You
are all ex-Rockwell Collins
engineers. You’ve got a
general-purpose video display
with all that capability –
surely you can come up with
something more interesting
than text,’” Salter recalls.
“We asked, ‘Like what?’ He
responded, ‘Like a map or
something.’ And that’s how
the moving map was born.”
Making it a reality was a
laborious process. “In the
early ’80s, there were no
computerized maps, only
paper versions, so we had
to digitize them manually,”
Salter explains. “We took a
colored map on paper (the

MILESTONES

When Astronics
TOOK CHARGE
OF THE
AIRPLANE
CABIN

In 1994, a manager at Astronics (then Olin Aerospace) was
asked by a Middle East airline if any aircraft had the ability to
charge laptops. The service wasn’t available at the time, but the
question gave rise to its creation.
The manager pitched the idea for in-seat power to a team
of engineers at the company, who walked the floor at the 1995
WAEA Conference and Exhibition in Amsterdam to discuss
the concept with airlines and OEMs. With laptop proliferation
increasing in the mid-1990s and mobile phones beginning
to gain in popularity, the idea was well-received, and so
development work began immediately upon the team’s return.
The creation of the first EmPower in-seat power system was
headed by Mark Peabody, president at Astronics Advanced
Electronic Systems, who was working as head of Cabin
Electronics for Olin Aerospace. Its first product, a 75-watt 12-volt
(75W 12V) automotive cigarette-lighter-style outlet, was officially
launched at the 1996 WAEA Conference and Exhibition in Seattle.
American Airlines and Delta Air Lines were the first two
customers to install in-seat power in 1997. Today, Astronics’
EmPower systems are used by all the major OEMs and are flying
on nearly two million seats on over 260 airlines around the world.
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8
When Inflight
Motion Pictures

BROUGHT FILMS
TO THE CABIN

On July 19, 1961, Trans World Airlines (TWA)
launched the world’s first IFE system on board a
transcontinental Boeing 707 flight with a screening
of John Sturges’ By Love Possessed.
The system was developed by David Flexer and his
company, Inflight Motion Pictures, over a number of
years, with the help of $1 million Flexer poured into
the business himself. Already the owner of a small
chain of movie theaters, Flexer had the idea for an
IFE system while he was flying. He famously told Life
magazine, “Air travel is the most advanced form of
transportation and the most boring.”
According to John N. White, in his document “A
History of In-Flight Entertainment,” the hardware
consisted of a Kodak projection mechanism adapted
to accommodate a 26-inch-diameter reel of 16mm film
(multiple reels had to be spliced together so that a
whole film was on just one reel) mounted horizontally
to the ceiling of the aircraft cabin.
Alan Levy, who wrote the aforementioned article
about the rise of IFE for Life, described the public
response to the solution as “electrifying.” He said that
to watch a certain movie, “sophisticated international
travelers deferred departures and even switched
destinations.” Levy also shared a research firm’s
estimate that IFE was responsible for six to eight
more passengers per TWA flight.

PHOTOS: ASTRONICS; INFLIGHT MOTION PICTURES

7

Olin Aerospace’s first
product launched
at the 1996 WAEA
Conference and
Exhibition.

MILESTONES

9

When TAP Air Portugal

RECREATED ITS 1970S
PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
fashion designer Louis Féraud, which were
common of the times. They were offered
vintage bag tags, boarding pass wallets and
a time-traveler’s diploma.
Inside the cabin, passengers were met
by retro-style branded headrests and a
safety video, which has since garnered
almost 24,000 views on YouTube. The crew
served in-flight meals inspired by the ’70s,
including shrimp salad and pheasant terrine
for starters, and a banana parfait for dessert.
Even the drinks selection, which included
Coca-Cola and Portuguese Sagres beer,

was served in glass bottles featuring the
companies’ vintage labels.
The IFE featured movies and music of the
era – think Rocky and Janis Joplin – and
Portuguese games company Majora created
a special TAP-focused version of its famous
game, O Sabichão, to entertain passengers
traveling in business class.
Passengers at the front of the plane also
received the iconic 1970s TAP gift bag,
filled with comfortable pajamas, Ach Brito
lavender cologne, Benamôr hand cream
and Couto toothpaste.

PHOTO: TAP PORTUGAL

In 2017, 72 years after the airline was
founded, TAP Air Portugal unveiled
its “retrojet,” an Airbus A330 known
as Portugal that underwent a serious
makeover to offer a throwback passenger
experience. The A330 retrojet, which was
repainted with TAP’s 1970s branding, flew
throughout 2017 on routes from Lisbon
to Miami, New York, Rio de Janeiro and
Recife, among others.
During check-in for each flight,
passengers were greeted by crew wearing
the brightly colored uniforms by French
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Try to fit the
caption for both
images here
please!

When Tangerine
In 1998, Tangerine began developing
its “yin-yang” seating for British
Airways’ business-class cabin,
the first product that would give
passengers flying in business access
to a fully lie-flat bed – a privilege
previously reserved only for those traveling first class.
Originally presented to British Airways as a concept
called “Sky Lounge” as part of a competitive tender
process involving over 20 design agencies, the premise
was that “the elbow of one passenger sits over the hip
of the other passenger,” explains Matt Round, who was
creative director on the yin-yang project and is now
Tangerine’s chief creative officer.
Not only did this give passengers more privacy – one
could sit up and work, while their neighbor could sleep
– it meant a better night’s sleep for all. Round says, “We
hired a sleep expert for the project and learned that
people turn over 30 to 40 times each night, undisturbed.

10
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Reclining seats or chairs where you put your feet into a
footwell prevent the ability to turn freely, disturbing your
sleep.” A fully lie-flat bed solved this problem.
The density afforded by the yin-yang layout led to
an improved passenger experience and a commercially
viable product. Seating eight abreast on a Boeing 747 – an
improvement on British Airways’ previous 2-3-2 layout,
which wasn’t great for the person in the middle seat!
– the Club World seat, according to Tangerine founder
and CEO Martin Darbyshire, achieved a full return on
investment within 12 months of taking flight.
After 20 years, the product is still flying today, but with
further improvements. In 2006, the first version of the
yin-yang seat was replaced with a second generation that
features the same footprint, but has 25 percent additional
shoulder space as well as a zero-gravity recline position.
Tangerine credits Bob Ayling, then-CEO of British
Airways, with enabling the breakthrough concept to reach
the market.

PHOTO: TANGERINE

CREATED BALANCE
WITH YIN-YANG SEATS

MILESTONES

READ 30 MORE APEX MEMBER SUCCESS STORIES AT
APEX.AERO/40-SUCCESS-STORIES

Factorydesign
11 When
OVERHAULED

BRITISH AIRWAYS’
CONCORDE CABIN

12 When Spafax MADE
IFE DATA EASIER
TO ANALYZE

Air Canada
13 When
PRIVATIZED ITS

WAY TO BETTER
PAXEX

BBC Radio
14 When
International MADE
WAVES IN THE
IFE MARKET

Global Eagle
15 When
PUT BEATS IN
THE SKY

16 When Gogo

LAUNCHED
2KU IN-FLIGHT
CONNECTIVITY

17 When castLabs

HELPED APEX
DEVELOP DIGITAL
CONTENT DELIVERY
STANDARDS

SITA and
18 When
IATA LAUNCHED
WORLDTRACER
BAG TRACKING

19 When Linstol

TOOK A SUPER
STEP TO REDUCE
PLASTIC WASTE

When Panasonic

20 GAVE PASSENGERS

MORE CHOICE
WITH SYSTEM 3000

When Lufthansa
21 Systems PREMIERED
WIRELESS IFE

AirFi
22 When
ACTUALIZED

Donica
32 When
INTRODUCED

23 When Qatar Airways

Aeroméxico
33 When
EMBARKED

PORTABLE
WIRELESS IFE WITH
ITS MOON BOX

RAISED THE BAR
FOR BUSINESSCLASS SEATING
WITH QSUITE

Sony Trans Com
24 When
MADE IFE MORE
MANAGEABLE
WITH 8MM FILM

When Disney

25 INTRODUCED

CLOSED CAPTIONS
WITH EMIRATES

JetBlue
26 When
MADE SURE THE

CABIN WAS IN MINT
CONDITION

When Airbus
27 PROMPTED THE
INDUSTRY TO
WATCH THIS
AIRSPACE

B/E Aerospace
28 When
DEVELOPED THE
MINIPOD LIE-FLAT
SEAT

Inmarsat
29 When
LAUNCHED GX

AVIATION IN-FLIGHT
CONNECTIVITY

Formia
30 When
CHANGED UP

ITS SHAREHOLDER
MAKEUP

A NEW WLAN
CABIN SYSTEM

ON A DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

When Flame
34 Distribution

BROUGHT
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTENT TO IFE

Kontron
35 When
STREAMLINED

IFEC HARDWARE

Honeywell
36 When
Jetwave HARDWARE
MADE WAY FOR
GX AVIATION

Buzz
37 When
PREVENTED

95 MILLION
PLASTIC BOTTLES
FROM ENTERING
LANDFILLS

Thales
38 When
INNOVATED THE

IFE EXPERIENCE
WITH AVANT

PressReader
39 When
GAVE PASSENGERS
ACCESS TO
DIGITAL READING
MATERIAL

Avid Products
40 When
CREATED

PNEUMATIC
HEADSETS FOR IFE

Wessco
31 When
International PUT
L’OCCITANE IN
THE AIR
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dropped from the official agenda and the
closing event became formalized as the gala
banquet, a much-loved black-tie function
that went on until 2006.

ALL THAT GLAMOUR

Despite White’s insistence that the
conference continue on a more sober,
professional path, the ’80s and ’90s are
remembered by members as a time of
revelry and downright swanky affairs.
In 1989, the year the conference was held
in Basel, Switzerland, then-president
Italo Poli, of Swissair, was intent on
making it one to remember with a
riverboat cruise up the Rhine and a
visit to the Feldschlösschen Brewery.
Bryan Rusenko, a member of the APEX
Technology Committee, recalls, “There
was just an amazing amount of treating
us like royalty. Italo really made sure that
we got the highest protocol.”

At the 1991 conference in London, there
actually was some royalty. That year’s
president, Mark Horton of British Airways,
raised the bar with a champagne welcome
reception at the House of Commons and
Avion Awards bestowed by His Royal
Highness Prince Edward at Grosvenor
House. “It was a glittering affair and one of
the most memorable conferences to date,”
says Steve Harvey, VP Client Services at
Global Eagle, who’s been attending the
conferences since 1981.
Even with this seeming extravagance,
the headlining finale, the gala banquet, still
lacked the verve of a Hollywood blowout,
which some members believed would
be suitable for an industry so rooted in
show business. Kent Harrison Hayes, who
attended his first conference in 1988 and
was on the association’s board of directors
from 1992 to 1998, says, “The glamour of
the entertainment industry seemed to

Social
Club
At its most basic, APEX
has always been about
relationships – the
ones that built it, the
ones that nurtured
it and the ones born
out of cocktails at its
networking parties.

BY VALERIE SILVA
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PHOTOS: APEX ARCHIVES

O

n the front page of a 1983 issue
of the Airline Entertainment
Association (AEA) newsletter,
then-president John N. White
writes, “It’s become very obvious that
the airline representatives, vendors and
suppliers want the AEA to be a truly
business and professional organization:
an association with a conference that
abandons the social aspects of many
similar groups...” In the following
newsletter, he puts it even more bluntly:
“If you’re attracted to lightweight
conferences that are heavy on the social…
you ought to let this one pass.”
Until the year before, AEA conferences
stressed socialization, with themed
costume parties in the evenings – think
Western hayrides and Hawaiian luaus –
and golf and tennis tournaments during
the day. But at the 1982 conference in
Phoenix, several of these gatherings were

NETWORKING

We Met
at EXPO

be missing. The only thing I remember
them having was a small platform that the
president stood on with a microphone.”
During his stint on the board, Hayes
managed to veer the gala in the direction
of a Hollywood-style award show.
At the time, there was also a program
that allowed conference delegates to
travel with their spouses, who would
enjoy off-site activities during business
hours. (An advertisement in a 1987 issue
of the association’s newsletter promises
spouses a trip on a DC-3 spent “sipping
champagne and nibbling on a chicken leg,”
for instance.) During the evenings, spouses
would attend the networking events,
something Rich Salter, a longtime member
of the APEX Technology Committee, says
really helped with business. “Bringing my
wife was especially useful given that there
were a lot of women running things on the
content side and the airline side.”

BUDDING RELATIONSHIPS

It was under such festive circumstances
that airline delegates finally crossed paths
with their counterparts at other carriers
and vendors became acquainted with
their competitors. But given its lack of
precedence, mingling with competitors
was frowned upon. AEA co-founder
Cindy Tarver recalls her “boss would get
apoplectic if I deigned to say hello to,
for instance, John McMahon [at Inflight
Services at the time], who later became
one of my best friends in the industry.”
Peter Daniello, who began attending
the show in 1981, with Trans Com, and
continued until retiring in 2012, explains
that the rivalry wasn’t about disliking
each other as much as it was similar to
the competition you’d get between two
baseball teams. “Think of it like the Giants
and the Dodgers. We just didn’t sit on the
same side.” >

A black-tie gala
was added to
the conference
agenda in 1982.

Countless business relationships and
longtime friendships started at conferences.
Here are a few stories.

When Jovita Met Sally
There used to be a networking breakfast where
vendors could sit with airline reps and get to
know them. I sat down at a table with the IFE
manager of Air New Zealand (Sally Lythgo)
and as it happened, she was there to look for
Asian content, and I was with a company that
distributed it. Professionally, we clicked,
but beyond that we also became great friends,
and even though we have both moved on
to different companies, we remain very
close to this day.
– Jovita Toh, Encore Inflight

Off to Dubai
I have several such friendships, but one of my
favorites is with Patrick Brannelly. I was one
of the first studios to fly to Dubai to meet
with Emirates. At the time I went, I walked
down the stairs, off the aircraft, onto the
tarmac. The terminal looked like Hollywood
Burbank Airport, but there was nothing small
about Emirates’ vision. It was among the
first airlines to install the multichannel AV
systems throughout the aircraft. At that time,
Emirates, Patrick in particular, worked with the
hardware and software providers to get what
they needed to make this venture the huge
success it became.
– Linda Palmer, formerly of Walt Disney Studios

First-Gen Friends
I would never have met John McMahon had it
not been for working with him on that very first
conference. We became fast friends, and later
John came to work for our company. We were
such good friends that his wife often called me
“the other woman.” I’ve had the chance to stay
at the McMahons’ home in Florida. John is one
of my best friends and still is today, even though
we’re coasts apart.
– Cindy Tarver, AEA co-founder
APEX.AERO | V9 E4 |
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From Amsterdam to Taiwan

Evelyn Gordon,
Pam Ryan, John
Landstrom and
Linda Palmer
decked out in
1920s attire.

But when the workday was over, the
rigidity thawed. On one occasion, Daniello
recalls heading into the hotel jacuzzi
following cocktail hour. “Lo and behold,
weren’t some of our competitors in there,
too. That started some dialogue, and led
us to thinking, ‘These people aren’t that
bad after all.’ To this day we have a very
good friendship. There’s no question the
association and its social events had a
hand in helping us get on a talking basis
with our competitors.”
After-hours camaraderie was also key
to deepening bonds with clients, says
Leigh Mantle of Inflight Productions, who
attended the conferences from 1987 to
2018. “I’m a big believer in the fact that
you can get a lot of business done without
actually mentioning the word ‘business,’
and the evening get-togethers were

“A lot of business
can be done
without actually
mentioning the
word ‘business.’”
LEIGH MANTLE,
FORMERLY OF INFLIGHT PRODUCTIONS

brilliant for that,” Mantle says. “When you
would go to the event for the whole week,
you couldn’t just talk business 24/7. If you
enjoy entertaining and being with people,
you can open up doors that you maybe
haven’t opened before.”
And sometimes, no matter how
unconventional it may seem today,
business took place in the most informal
of circumstances. “My first ‘conference’
was in Palm Springs, where meetings
disintegrated into pool parties with large
quantities of beverages being consumed,”
says Linda Palmer of Walt Disney Studios,
who served nearly 20 terms on the
association’s board of directors in the
time between 1985 and 2012. “It was an era
when this sort of behavior was the norm.”
Michael Manstein of Lufthansa, who
began attending in 1986, similarly writes in
Avion: “The networking was as valuable to
me as were the scheduled appointments.
Even sipping a glass of champagne by
the pool at night with new acquaintances
produced interesting conversations:
‘Wouldn’t it be great to have an individual
screen for each passenger?’ ‘Can’t something
be done about the horrible quality of the
audio system?’ ... ‘Can advertising really pay
for all those investments?’” >

After leaving Airshow in 1995, I attended
WAEA in Amsterdam, wanting to become an
IFE consultant, and met an old acquaintance
from Boeing: Steve Kuo. Steve had just retired
and had gone back to Taiwan to start an IFE
program at the Industrial Technology Research
Institute. He was glad to learn that I was no
longer employed, and I was glad to have a
consulting gig! I learned a lot about Taiwan over
the next few years as we became close friends,
and it is on my list of best-things-to-happenat-a-conference to this day.
– Rich Salter, consultant

It’s a Whale!
The APEX event that has had the longestlasting impact on my life is Orlando 1997. I
walked into the Spafax booth during set-up
day and met Chantal Goulet, a colleague from
the Montreal office. I introduced myself and
her opening line was, “So you are Whale!”
She would often see the faxes I sent to my
colleague Raymond Girard and thought that
was how my name was pronounced. This June,
we celebrate our 20-year wedding anniversary
and have son Noé (18 years old), daughter
Florence (13 years old) and our golden
Labrador, Biggles (nine years old). Through
APEX, I have met some of my closest friends,
business partners and many amazingly talented
people, but most importantly my wife!
– Walé Adepoju, business strategist

The Vintage Group
Since retirement, several of us in Southern
California formed a group called the Vintage
Group. We all live close by and meet every
three months. Pam Ryan is the president and
the group consists of some people who were
once competitors. About six or eight of us
show up every time. We just get together for
lunch and because we are so old, we probably
tell the same stories over and over again.
Nobody remembers, so we still get a
laugh out of it.
– Peter Daniello, formerly of Trans Com
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CHANGE OF SCENE

As the years went on, the frequency
and size of networking events gradually
diminished, giving way to larger exhibition
floors and a generally more buttoned-up
attitude in their stead. Global Eagle’s
Harvey describes the first 15 to 20 years of
the conference as “under the radar,” with
airline IFE managers putting in requests to
attend, and superiors doling out approvals
without having more than a vague notion
that the event had something to do with
putting movies on planes. “It was a little
closed family affair, so we could more
or less do what we wanted on these
occasions,” he says.
But with the advent of seatback screens,
IFE became a bigger-budget item and
airlines began paying millions of dollars
to deck out their aircraft with hardware
that could screen hundreds of movies.
“Suddenly people like chief executives
were paying attention, even attending
themselves,” Harvey says. Palmer also
points to increased attention from upper

NAVIGATING
THE FLOOR
Knowing how to score a meeting
(or a minute for an elevator pitch)
was as important then as it is now.
Learn about the ins and outs of
past show-floor logistics here.
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“As fun as the early
days were, money
talks and it was
time to change”
LINDA PALMER, FORMERLY WALT
DISNEY STUDIOS

levels of airline management as a catalyst
for the change. “That radically shifted the
culture,” Palmer says. “As fun as the early
days were, money talks and it was time
to change.”
According to West Entertainment’s
Rick Warren, who began attending the
conferences in 1993 while working with
Sony Trans Com, another major cultural
shift took place once the association
expanded to encompass a wider breadth
of industry players beyond IFE, eventually
being renamed the Airline Passenger
Experience Association in 2010.
From the early-’90s until then, it really
was a content and entertainment show,

CARE TO DANCE?
In the early days, conferences began with a
sign-up period during which vendors made
appointments with airline delegates on what
was known as a “dance card.” It was only in
1985, at the association’s first international
conference in Munich, that this process
took on a more official format, with vendors
setting up tables and airlines circulating
the room to fill up their dance cards with
meetings for the days to come. The tradition
ended in 1997, with telephone, fax and later
e-mail rendering it obsolete.
“We vigorously scheduled appointments
on our dance cards and zealously kept our
appointments despite the logistical hurdles,”
Lufthansa’s Michael Manstein writes in Avion.
“There was serious business to be conducted,
and I think the airline people felt a special
responsibility to see as many vendors as
possible.” APEX Technology Committee
member Rich Salter similarly recalls, “The
dance card was a real ritual. Everyone carried
their printed dance card in their pockets and
never threw it out.”

MEETING ROOM
There were no booths in the early days
and, after being scheduled on dance cards,
meetings would take place in hotel lobbies,
suites or rooms. In one case, Global Eagle’s
Steve Harvey remembers his girlfriend calling
and his having to explain that he couldn’t talk
because someone was in the room with him:
“‘Male or female?’ she asked, and I said, ‘Don’t
worry, darling. It’s strictly business. We’ll
talk later.’ Then she called back and I said,
‘Can’t talk now, someone else is here.’ And
she said, ‘What the heck is happening at this
conference?’”
But nothing off-color was happening,
assures Joe Barber, who worked at Cine
Magnetics at the time. “When someone says
‘meetings in hotel rooms,’ it might conjure
up mysterious things with people wheeling
and dealing, but I don’t remember it being
like that,” he says. “It was just easier to deal
in that atmosphere. In certain cases, these
weren’t even one-on-one meetings, but more
like social affairs – cocktails being served and
preview reels being shown.”

NETWORKING

Here’s looking at
you: Carol Gregoire,
Bill Grant, Marianne
Sammann, John
Courtright and
Phyllis Bagdadi.

WALLS UP
Vendor booths in a ballroom setting made
their first appearance at the 1988 conference
in Miami, but they were of the draped
variety, separated by waist-high barriers.
“It wasn’t incredibly private, but at least it
was a start, and it got us out of our hotel
bedrooms,” Harvey says. Hard-wall booths
were introduced the following year in Basel,
Switzerland, and by the time the show got
to London in 1991, “people began to make a
splash with very flashy booths,” he says.
Once the conference and exhibition were
brought together under one roof with the
1993 show in Palm Springs, exhibit stands
began to be “built like walled fortresses with
only one way in and out and a sentry at the
gate,” former board member Jim Snyder writes
in Avion. However, within about 10 years,
booths became “more visually open” and no
longer shrouded in secrecy, with competitors
even being invited for a tour of (some) product
demos, Snyder adds.

with comedians like Paula Poundstone and
even the Beach Boys making appearances
to drive that home. “Once the focus was
more on the technology, it became less
of a Hollywood show, and that hurt it
a little bit in terms of the networking,”
Warren says. “But it also meant the show
had gotten bigger and better, especially in
terms of high-quality airline attendance.”
The general consensus seems to be
that rather than a clear departure –
despite White’s explicit attempt at one
in 1983 – exchanging stories over beers
and fraternizing over tee time never
really ended; it’s only evolved. “Some of
the initial hijinks of the early days are
no longer there, but it’s like growing up,
really,” Harvey says. “The first few years
it was like a newborn baby, people trying
to figure out what it was all about. Then
we had our toddler years and our teenage
delinquent years, and now we have become
responsible parents.” But parents still play
golf together and listen to the Beach Boys –
it’s just not on the official agenda.

SUITE DIGS
The first conference was held at the International Hotel Resort in Palm Springs, which only
had two suites – and the two biggest companies attending the show (Inflight Services and
Bell & Howell) had them booked for the duration of the event. “Under lock and key, those
companies were showing the very latest in new, lightweight projector technology, and they
would let no one enter their sacred portals other than airlines for fear of the competition
finding out what the other was presenting,” writes AEA co-founder Cindy Tarver in Avion.
These rules of engagement continued for years and were maintained when hotel suites
transformed into party hubs in the evenings, too.

RED OR BLUE?
Since the early ‘90s, vendors have been identified with red badges and airlines with blue,
with the latter being the primary targets at the shows. “Airline attendees will notice that
exhibitors’ eyes often lock onto their blue badges, and those same exhibitors sometimes
follow them down aisles… even into toilets,” reads a 2009 article in Avion.
Touch Inflight’s Joe Carreira recalls these dynamics well from his time as both an airline
attendee and supplier. “When I was a supplier, I had an airline delegate who would ask me
if they could borrow my badge. I sympathized with them being badgered all the time, and I
now try not to be too aggressive,” he says.
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Talking Points

Whether on the show floor or dance floor, conference
attendees must put their best foot forward. Industry
insiders share their tips to cementing lasting relationships.
Off Hours
My friendship with Joan Barker got a boost
when we took on the Education Committee
together. This was probably 1996 or 1997.
We spent a few evenings at my kitchen table,
brainstorming and developing plans, sending
out questionnaires, but mostly discovering that
we worked really well together and enjoyed
each other’s company. A lovely friendship
evolved, and we have seen each other a lot over
the years. To give you a flavor, we skied the
Whistler slopes together, shopped for shirts in
Washington, DC, and for scarves in Delhi, and
had chocolate mousse in Paris with our mutual
friend Jean-Pierre from Air France.
– Sophie Vossenaar, formerly of KLM

The Board and Beyond
There have been quite a few lasting friendships
from my time on the board. People like Kevin
Bremer, who I got to know really well. It’s
great to be able to consider someone like him a
friend as much as a colleague, because you end
up spending a lot of time with people during
conferences. Sometimes you end up having
breakfast, lunch and dinner over meetings.
I also got to know customers like Patrick
Brannelly from a different perspective – away
from the battle of sitting opposite each other
while negotiating.
– Neil James, Signal Lamp Entertainment

Support System
One of my closest relationships that I’ve
developed through APEX is with Joe Leader.
We’ve developed a strong friendship over the
years, and I’ve looked up to him as a mentor as
well. He’s really helped me through a couple
of the changes that have happened to me
work-wise. And we’ve worked pretty closely on
a number of the events. I pretty much go to
every single event every year, apart from the
MultiMedia Market. There are several others,
including Rich Salter and Michael Childers,
who spring to mind.
– Jon Norris, FlightPath3D
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Our outfits are definitely a great ice breaker and conversation
starter. We have had many questions – from how much do you
get paid to wear it, to who designs them, to how many do you
have! What’s even better is that it gets people coming by the
booth just to see the outfit for the day. So, we get to see our
clients over and over again throughout the conference.
– Jovita Toh, Encore Inflight
Just be authentic and
have a conversation. Don’t
immediately launch into
trying to sell something.
You’ve got to build up a
relationship and understand
how you can help them first.
– Jon Norris,
FlightPath3D

At APEX events, it’s
important to make the
time to talk to people you
don’t know, and spend time
getting to know the people
you do know on a more
personal level.
– Cathy Walters,
Virgin Atlantic

The best way for a supplier to get an airline’s attention is to say,
“We have this great product, and here are the other airlines that
have implemented it. I have brought person X and
person Y from these airlines who would be willing to talk to
you about the product.” If a supplier is there with some current
clients, an airline’s willingness to listen increases, because they
see the confidence being placed in the product.
– Joe Carreira, Touch Inflight
Walk up to the boss of every
one of the CSPs, distributors
and OEMs and introduce
yourself. Tell them what you
have to offer. Sit down and
talk to them and have a game
plan. Have a drink, a beer or
an iced tea with them. That’s
the best advice I can give you.
In fact, that’s exactly what
I did, when I was a 29-yearold kid and went to my first
WAEA conference. Say, “This
is what I could do for you, so
think of me next time.”
– Rick Warren,
West Entertainment

Over the years, I’ve always
made the effort to introduce
myself to as many people as
possible both on the show
floor and dance floor. You
never know if there will be
mutual benefit until you make
the effort to meet new people!
I also ensure there’s at least
one company representative at
every APEX party – we like to
spread our wings and ensure
we’ve got everything covered!
Having said that, I have also
been known to attend three or
four events in one night!
– Zina Neophytou,
BBC Worldwide

PARTIES

DEATH

19
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PACT

An illustration of a
Death Pact pin from
1987, given to everyone
who survived the night
of drinking in Sydney.

‘Til Death
“The idea of the Death Pact
was to go to breakfast in your
tux from the night before,
which I managed to do once,
and claimed to be the winner
by leaving last at 5 o’clock
in the morning. The old
Hollywood types weren’t up to
scratch anymore, and I was a
bit of a young guy at the time.”

“At the end of the gala in
Durban, everybody went to the
hotel rooftop and some people
started hitting golf balls. There
was also a swimming pool,
and I remember glaring at
someone, thinking, ‘You are
not pushing me into the pool.’
That was one of the more
decadent parties.”
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“In Singapore, one of the
companies hosted a party at
‘the highest alfresco bar in the
world.’ There were lethal blue
cocktails on offer, and Fatman
Scoop was a special guest.
Needless to say, he was a great
hype man, and I remember
seeing high-level airline
executives actually dancing on
the tables during his set.”

“One company threw this
party with the Beach Boys
in Amsterdam. As part of
the beach theme, everyone
was given a pair of mock RayBans and fluorescent-colored
Frisbees. What they didn’t
appreciate was that a bunch of
people who had been drinking
were leaving the party with
the Frisbees that had their
company name on them, and
that the locals might get hit
in the back of the head with
the Frisbees. It wasn’t the
intention, but it was the case.”

“On the last night, there were
only a couple senior guys left
at the hotel-suite party when a
little motley crew of us arrived.
There was this one guy who
had too much to drink, and he
went into the bathroom and
stayed there for quite a while.
When he finally came out, he
went to the elevator and fell
asleep in it. Someone put a
load of furniture with him in it,
pressed some buttons and he
was going up and down for the
rest of the night.”

“At my first conference, I was
new to the industry and to inflight connectivity. I remember
going to some networking
events and being quite shy.
Two women came over and
introduced themselves to me.
They filled me in on the people
I needed to know and the key
issues facing the IFC sector. As
the evening came to an end, it
transpired that they thought
I was representing an airline
– the reason they initially
approached me. Although I
was not who they thought,
I think it’s quite special they
took it upon themselves to
assist a total newcomer to the
industry. We continue to be
good friends to this day.”

PARTIES

The Death Pact was a mutual agreement among conference attendees that on the last
day, everyone would gather in a hotel suite and drink the place dry. John N. White
writes in Avion for the WAEA’s 25th-anniversary issue that the very first such pact
began in 1983 in San Diego. “All were invited, with no one to leave until everything
was consumed.” It was a tradition that lasted for many years. Although these evenings
are far in the past, we’ve convinced some partygoers to share their favorite
after-hours stories anonymously.

Do Us Part
“The company I was working
for was having a party in the
hospitality suite where we
were all staying. I was at the
door trying to monitor who
came in and out and keep
things under control. My good
friend came to sit down at the
piano near the door almost as
soon as the party started and
kept everyone entertained
for about six hours. We had a
mini-party outside the party,
and I never actually ended up
going inside.”

“One of the hardware
companies had booked a suite
for their exposition, which was
a newly renovated penthouse
with a beautiful wool carpet.
There was a party there in
the evening. People put out
their cigarettes on the wood
floor. And because they were
dancing and twisting their feet
on the carpet, there was three
inches of fluff sticking up off
of it. After I got everybody
out at around 3 o’clock in the
morning, I wrapped each of
my arms and legs in duct tape
and lay on the floor, doing
snow angels trying to pick
up all the lint. When you run
a conference, you have to
stay sober. We had taken out
insurance in case anything got
destroyed. Luckily, nothing
ever came of it.”

“In Durban, there was a
fiberglass sculpture at the
party, and we decided to try
to take this thing out the back
door. We even had the help
of a high-ranking airline
representative – he was holding
the doors for us. We were out
the door with the sculpture
when we got caught by security.
Luckily, they let us off with a
gentle warning. ”

“You know the song
‘Macarena’? You know the bit
where they all turn around?
In Durban, there was a DJ at the
disco night and he was getting
a bunch of people on stage to
turn around. About eight of us
were hiding backstage. When
that part of the song came
on, we all turned around and
dropped our trousers and stood
on stage with our bums
hanging out.”

“As the president of the
association, you were expected
to participate in the Death Pact
and stay until all the booze was
gone. One year, the president
left his room to go, with his
wife still in the room. She
woke up to go to breakfast, but
the door was locked. She didn’t
think much of it and called the
front desk to let her out. But
their response was along the
lines of, ‘I’m sorry, madam,
but we do not get involved in
domestic disputes.’ That was
the thinking back then. She
ended up being stuck in her
room for quite a while. And
little did he know what he was
walking into when he returned.
That is one of the fabled tales.”
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Women

on Board
In an industry as traditionally male-dominated
as aviation, APEX exists as an enclave where
women have made their mark.
BY VALERIE SILVA

LEADERSHIP

T

Cindy Tarver
during her
days at Avicom
(top right).

There are a number
of names tied to the
beginnings of the
Airline Entertainment
Association (AEA). But
none more to thank
than Cindy Tarver of
Billboard Music
In The Air, who
John N. White,
past president and
esteemed editor of
Avion magazine, called
“the greatest hero of
that time.”
Once the idea for
an annual in-flight
entertainment (IFE)
meeting was cemented
over lunch with Claus Jensen of Thai
Airways International, Tarver dedicated
herself to the cause of organizing and
securing sponsorships (mainly from
her own company) for the initial 1979
event. She then persuaded Billboard to
underwrite the many miscellaneous costs
of founding the association. As the years
passed, she served on the board numerous
times, spearheaded the creation of the
association’s Technology Committee,
and took up positions at various member
companies, including Avicom, Rockwell
Collins and Transdigital Communications.
Of course, if you asked Tarver about
the early days of AEA, she’d wax poetic
about how instrumental people like
White, John McMahon of Inflight
Services, and Harriet Korn of Trans
World Airlines, were. And she’d be right
– it was a family effort. But if that family
were to name a matriarch, it would likely
be her.
In later years, Tarver served as an
inspiration to younger generations of
women in the industry. “I was impressed
by her knowledge of the industry and the
respect others had for her,” says Mary

Rogozinski, who served as World Airline
Entertainment Association (WAEA)
president from 2002 to 2004 and as a
board member in the years preceding
and following that period. “I have always
considered Cindy a mentor and a friend,”
she continues. “For many years, I fondly
referred to her as my mom.”
Despite the airline industry’s
notoriously male-dominated culture,
Tarver was joined by a number of
high-ranking female board members.
Over the years, more than one-third of
the association’s boards have been led by
female presidents, with women making
up at least half of the boards most years
between the late 1980s and mid-2000s. At
their most visible, women outranked men
nine-to-four in 2000.
While today’s association management
team makes a concerted effort to level
the gender playing field, back in the
day, equal representation was more
circumstantial than intentional. “IFE
had been more of an afterthought for the
airlines, which, quite frankly, allowed
women the opportunity to grow and
excel in leadership,” explains Tarver. >
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“IN-FLIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
HAD BEEN
MORE OF AN
AFTERTHOUGHT
FOR THE
AIRLINES, WHICH
ALLOWED
WOMEN THE
OPPORTUNITY TO
GROW AND EXCEL
IN LEADERSHIP.”
CINDY TARVER

Linda Palmer, Sophie Vossenaar and Joan Barker
with gala emcee at the 2004 Seattle conference
(below). Judi Bishop and Kathy Libonati at
a WAEA conference session (top).

Until the advent of IFE, few women
were part of airline leadership, because
few women had studied engineering.
But with IFE initially falling under the
purview of customer care, the path was
cleared for women, Tarver explains.
“This brought, and still brings, a lot of
women to the association’s events and
was likely the reason so many women
joined the board,” she says. Christine
Ringger of Swiss International Air Lines,
who served on the board from 2006 to
2011 and as president in 2008–2009,
agrees, adding that there may have been
more women in the content part of
the industry than in most other parts
because “choosing content wasn’t always
seen as such a sexy, blokey thing to do.”
Ringger speculates that there may
be one more reason female leadership
took root on the board. “The way I see
it, you will always have more women
in these positions because women are
the ones who do; they are the ones who
make things happen,” she says. “It was
the women of the association who were
rolling up their sleeves and getting
things done. I’m not saying there weren’t
men doing a lot of work, but there was
an attitude among the women to move
things forward, to progress.”
The view, it seems, was even shared by
White, says Karen Schipper of El Al Israel
Airlines, who served as president

of the 1999–2000 board. “John used to say
to me, ‘If you want a job done well, give
it to a woman,’” she recalls. “In those
days, there were a lot of women on the
board and in the higher positions.”
In one case, Pam Ryan of Sony Trans
Com and then Spafax, who served on
the board from 1990 to 1993, remembers
being at one of the conferences and a
male colleague looking around the room
in amazement. “‘Wow,’ he said. ‘Look at
all these women and all the notes they’re
taking. What will they do with so many
notes?’ And he wasn’t taking any notes,”
Ryan laughs.
In the early days, before the association
was professionally managed and was still
very much community-driven, being part
of the board meant doing a fair amount
of administrative legwork – taking notes,
booking venues, organizing floorplans.
And perhaps this sort of housekeeping
wasn’t seen as especially “sexy, blokey”
work, to borrow Ringger’s words.
Whatever the case, being a member of
the board also gave women the chance
to hone their leadership skills. “This
was a place where they could plant their
feet. They knew the business and could
focus on leading, rather than just being
another worker bee,” Ringger says.
Schipper agrees, adding, “I learned so
much from being an active participant on
the board and especially as president. >
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Marianne
Sammann
and Hermine
Wachtmeister
on the
show floor.

You learn to speak in front of large
audiences, run board meetings and get
many opportunities to prove yourself.”
Sophie Vossenaar of KLM, who served
as president in 2000–2001, says her
experience on the board proved useful
later in life. (She left the airline in 2003
and went on to hold senior management
positions in the nonprofit sector.) “My
membership on the WAEA board was,
for me, an alternative to management
training,” she explains. “Being part of
a board made up of people from very
culturally diverse backgrounds was
interesting, and I also learned a lot from
going through a tender process for the
management of the association.”
Under such female stewardship the
association did grow, but not without
the hurdles endemic to the time. “There
were glass ceilings everywhere in the
world, which explains why it took us
so long [eight years] to have a female
president,” Tarver says. “We were still a
product of our times.”
The glass ceiling remains to this day,
and perhaps has been felt even more
acutely in recent years as airline company
structures evolve. “As IFEC decisionmaking moves from marketing to tech
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Thanks to all the female board members
who have made APEX what it is today:
Manoela Amaro
Sylvia Arndt
Phyllis Bagdadi
Joan Barker
Marsalee Beaubelle
Judi Bishop
Sarah Blomfield
Jo Boundy
Dee Brady
Jeanenne Brown
Lee Casey
Linda Celestino
Maura Chacko
Vivian Chee
Gloria Chow
Jennifer Clark
Kerry Covey
Christelle Cuenca
Janice Daniello
Kathy Danielson
Jodi Dunlap
Joan Filippini
Sue Ellen Gamble
Evelyn Gordon
Patricia Graham
Carol Grégoire
Michelle Hardy
Joni Herman
Kate Himmelberger
Barbara Hollenbeck
Kathy Libonati

Sue Luxem
Maver Mayuga
Amy McHaney
Meredith Melville-Jones
Stephanie Morton
Zina Neophytou
Audrey Nobriga
Sharon Oberman
Judy Oldham
Linda Palmer
Sue Pinfold
Christine Ringger
Mary Rogozinski
Ruth Rosenbrock
Pam Ryan
Marianne Sammann
Alexis Sarkisian
Karen Schipper
Carol Selman
Terry Steiner
Trudy Storey
Cindy Tarver
Cindy Taylor
Theresa Torlai
Pat Vance
Ryanne Van der Eijk
Sophie Vossenaar
Hermine Wachtmeister
Jolinda Wood
Ashley Woodall

ops and tech procurement teams, I’m
seeing more men represented and fewer
women,” Rogozinski says. Although
women at airlines are still more prominent
in marketing departments, more and more
are joining technical departments, she
notes. As for APEX’s member vendors,
Rogozinski says they aren’t quite as
women-centric as the association itself.
It is over a decade since women
outnumbered men on the association’s
board of directors, but balance is being
slowly restored. In 2018, of the six
members on the newly inaugurated Board
of Governors (a group of airline CEOs
appointed to help the industry define its
goals) only one was a woman: Claudia
Sender of LATAM. “This year, we already
have four female CEOs confirmed for the
Board of Governors,” says Maura Chacko
of Spafax, who’s been on the board of
directors since 2015.
At this year’s EXPO, Chacko hopes
to see the male CEOs address how they
plan to encourage more women into
leadership roles – a question that was
directed solely to Sender last year. “I
don’t think the onus should always be on
the other women leaders,” Chacko says.
“We all need to take ownership of it.”

9/11

Close to
Home

One of the most unforgettable conferences was in Brisbane, Australia, in 2001,
when the September 11 attacks unfolded at the end of the first day. Delegates
were thousands of miles from the incident, but that did not lessen the impact upon
all who were part of the aviation industry. Despite what happened, there was a
collective decision to move forward with the event that year. Association members
who were there recall their experiences.
BY CAROLINE KU
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It was about 10:45 p.m. in
Brisbane. Some were heading to
the lobby bar for one last drink,
others were retiring to their hotel
rooms for a night’s rest after the
first day of the conference. Not far
away, a group of friends were still
at a restaurant, lingering at their
tables, filling each other in on life
since the last WAEA conference.
The evening was winding down
when someone’s phone rang. This
was unusual.

FIRST RESPONSE

Mobile technology was in its
infancy, roaming was expensive
and very few people had
international calling plans, let
alone received calls while they
were traveling. Kent Craver, of
Continental Airlines and vicepresident of WAEA at the time
(now with Boeing), and 40 or
so people were seated in a more
private area of the restaurant and
could overhear the conversation:
An aircraft had hit one of the Twin
Towers in New York City. “Nah,
that’s just a bad joke. That’s a bad
joke in poor taste,” they thought.
“But then another phone rang. And
another. Then somebody’s pager
went off. The calls were coming in
like a slow-motion wave,” Craver
says. “People’s offices were calling
to report that something big
was happening.”
Coincidentally, there were
several other WAEA parties being
held at the same restaurant.
Mary Rogozinski of United Airlines
and Sue Luxem of American
Airlines, both of whom were board
members, initially thought it was
a small plane that was involved.
“We quickly learned it was a
commercial plane, and rumors
were spreading that it was United
or American. The other tables
were hearing the same thing,”
says Rogozinski. After the news
broke, the restaurant owner
wheeled in a TV and put on CNN.
That’s when they all watched
an airplane collide into the
second tower.

News of the incidents was
spreading in the lobbies of the
various hotels where attendees
were staying, too. Sue Pinfold of
Spafax was just returning to her
hotel from a retirement party
when her colleague told her what
had happened. “At this stage, the
only thing anyone knew was that
a plane had crashed into one of
the towers of the World Trade
Center. It wasn’t clear that it
was a terrorist attack,” Pinfold
says. “Everyone scattered to
their rooms to turn on the TV.
With the second aircraft, it was
immediately clear that this
was not an accident anymore.”

MIDNIGHT ASSEMBLY

That night, an impromptu
meeting was called. With some
still in their pajamas and
some sleepy-eyed, current and
past board members – Craver,
Rogozinski, Luxem, Pinfold, plus
Linda Palmer of Walt Disney
Studios, Joe Carreira, then of AEI
Music, Janice Daniello of Post
Modern Group, Karen Schipper of
El Al Israel Airlines, Al McGowan
of TEAC, Joan Barker of Inflight
Productions, Sarah Blomfield
of Cathay Pacific Airways, Jim
Snyder of Rockwell Collins, Ruth
Rosenbrock of South African
Airways and Patrick Brannelly
of Emirates – gathered in the
suite of then-president Sophie
Vossenaar of KLM. The sheer
size of the Twin Towers, with
110 floors of people about to start
their workday, multiplied by two,
suggested the scale of the disaster
to those in the room. Brannelly
had estimated that night – fairly
accurately – that 3,000 people
had died. “We realized that, while
every single person was affected,
several may have lost relatives,
friends, business colleagues – or
be suffering the agony of not
knowing whether loved ones were
safe. It would likely take days
before the impact was known (and
of course it took a lot longer than
that),” says Daniello. >
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“The calls were coming in
like a slow-motion wave.
People’s offices were calling
to report that something
big was happening.”
KENT CRAVER, THE BOEING COMPANY

The question that night
was whether to resume the
conference, of which three days
remained. The airspaces of
the United States and Canada
had been closed, and domestic
Australian carrier Ansett Airlines,
which many relied on for
connecting flights from Sydney,
was on the verge of collapse –
which it did on September 14.
It was clear that for the next
few days, none of the 950 or so
conference attendees were
going home.
At some point during the
discussion, all heads turned to
the two board members whose
airlines were involved. “We all
looked at Mary and Sue [Luxem]
and said, ‘Nobody in the room is as
affected as you are, and we think
your opinion has a lot of weight
on what we should do,” Carreira
recalls. The group agreed to cancel
the next morning’s itinerary
and resume the conference as
scheduled in the afternoon. They
would keep the exhibition floor
open and run international news
feeds so attendees could follow
the situation. There was also a
quiet room, and grief counsellors
were brought in. Someone at
Brisbane Airport offered to loan a
metal detector arch, but the group
decided that would likely make
people more nervous.

Now that they had a plan, they
had to get the word out. “We
decided we needed to get to all
the hotels; we needed to print a
statement from the board and get
it under each door of every hotel
room we knew there were people
from WAEA,” says Carreira.
Association press officer Rob
Brookler, Palmer and Pinfold,
who were on the communications
committee, got to work, and by
about 5:30 a.m. had a completed
statement in their hands. Board
members ran off with copies to
their assigned stations at the
various hotel lobbies, stopping
people on their way to breakfast
to be the bearers of the news.
Knowing that for some
members – Terry Steiner
International (TSI), Cine
Magnetics, Discovery – this
literally hit home, the board
made an effort to ensure they
were supported. A board member
was also assigned to console
Rogozinski and Luxem, both of
whom were still shaken. “It was
good to have Al [McGowan] to
talk with following the events.
I was pretty sure it was the
beginning of WWIII,” recalls
Rogozinski. “We had a long walk
through a beautiful park that
morning. He and I remain friends,
as do Sue [Luxem] and I.”

CARRYING ON

By about 1 p.m., the conference
had restarted. Craver remembers
finding it surreal that every
person there, just by being part
of the airline entertainment
industry, had been affected.
“People were going to their
meetings, but not a stitch of
business was being done,” he says.
“It was just people meeting and >
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talking and sharing and enjoying
each other’s company. The feeling
of being family – that resonated
those next few days.”
That afternoon, Pinfold, along
with her peers Barker and Clare
Josey of Rockwell Collins, got
together to compare notes on
what in-flight entertainment
(IFE) content containing
sensitive images needed to be
pulled from aircraft. “Competitive
rivalry went out the window – we
were all far from home, and just
needed to continue with life as
normally as possible,” she says.
“It needed to be done for our
industry, irrespective of who the
service company was.” Daily news
was canceled, and most airlines
removed Friends (shots of the
Twin Towers between scenes)
and Frasier (producer David
Angell was aboard AA Flight 11).
Those TV shows didn’t resume
for nearly a year. “We then liaised
with the other service companies
there to make sure we were all
doing the best for all airlines,
anywhere,” says Pinfold.
That evening’s networking
event at a wildlife park went
on as planned. Attendees were
promised they would meet
kangaroos and koalas while
swaying to an Australian bush
band. The black-tie gala and
awards ceremony that closed
the conference also went on as
scheduled. “We proceeded with
the dinner, and I think people
used it as an outlet following the
tragedies,” Rogozinski says. As a
last-minute addition, someone
had laid black sashes across
the banquet tables and set the
background music to something
with a New York theme. “We
tried very hard to ensure that
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everything we did would be
considered appropriate in light of
these events,” says Daniello, who
remembers spending hours in an
edit bay at the conference center
making changes to the videos
that would be shown at the Avion
Awards ceremony.

HOME, AT LAST

By the time the conference was
over, flights to the United States
were departing again, but the
schedules were all changed,
causing a chaotic few days. Some
had planned to stay the weekend
in Australia, and by the time they
got back, things had returned to a
new, uneasy normal. “I remember
surrendering my nail scissors at
security, but being so glad
that security measures were in
place,” says Daniello.
Terry Steiner of TSI and her
husband decided to make the
best of the situation and went to
Melbourne for an unplanned few
days following the conference.
“When people learned we were
from New York, they went out
of their way to show sympathy
and welcome us,” she says. Upon
returning home, Steiner learned
that one of their neighbors had
not made it out of the World
Trade Center. “I’m not sure if
being so far away made things
better or worse. I do know it
was comforting to be with my
IFE friends.”

“Competitive rivalry went
out the window – we were
all far from home, and just
needed to continue with life
as normally as possible.”
SUE PINFOLD, SPAFAX

PHOTO ESSAY

On the
Record

Somebody had the good sense to record what was happening at the
conferences. How rare was it to have competing airlines and vendors in
one room working out the kinks of poor audio quality? When best to serve
a meal during a movie? And what are the merits of boarding music?
The airline entertainment community was on the verge of something new,
and it was about to make history!
BY CAROLINE KU | PHOTOS APEX ARCHIVES

This page:
Basel,
Switzerland,
1989. At the
10th WAEA
conference.
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Opposite page,
clockwise from
top left:
WAEA Board
of Directors,
1993–1994

Lean on me
– Italo Poli,
Swissair; and
Linda Palmer,
Walt Disney
Studios.

Spanish opera
singer Plácido
Domingo
Kerry Covey,
America West
Airlines

Gerard Shadrick,
Garry Peter Morris
and Kent Harrison
Hayes, Intersound;
Karen Schipper,
El Al; Jim Snyder,
Sony Trans Com;
and peers.

Cindy Tarver,
co-founder of AEA
Technology
Committee friends
Mary Rogozinski
and Rich Salter

Asinc celebrates
an acheivement
with Boeing.

PHOTO ESSAY

I

t was always planned as a three-part entity:
conference, association and newsletter. If you
read the article on how the Airline Passenger
Experience Association came to be on page 68,
you would know that the newsletter was imperative to
members for exchanging information, keeping abreast of
conference discussions and establishing the association as
a professional organization. In 1979, before the newsletter
began, a report was released offering only “a thumbnail
sketch” of what happened in Palm Springs. But looking
back today at the paraphernalia of past conferences and
old pictures that were used (or intended for use) in WAEA
newsletters and issues of Avion opens a window into what
it was like to be in the hotel lobbies, conference rooms and
networking parties at various times over the years.
Flipping through the archives, one gets a sense of what
it was like to sit in on sessions about state-of-the-art
programming and how different a time it was, with panelists
dangling cigarettes between fingers while engaged in
constructive discussions. With regard to fashion, some of
the men wore widespread collars without ties, revealing
chest hair (a sign of disco’s influence or of having chosen
a hot, desert conference destination), while some of the
women teased their hair far from their heads and wore
sparkly jewel-tone dresses and suits.
Events in the 1990s and early 2000s were quite
glamorous. There are photos of conference gophers dressed
in airline flight attendant uniforms and entertainers who
illuminated the evening ceremonies! In one photo, Spanish
opera singer Plácido Domingo is holding a United Airlines
model jet. (Alas, we couldn’t find anyone to situate
the photo.)
Some of the photos were submitted to late editorial director
John N. White with press releases, typewritten captions,
instructions and handwritten thank-yous attached. These
messages carry a sense of familiarity. And you can tell by the
way White allowed profile articles about his peers to wander
far into the personal or included offbeat anecdotes about them
in the “Turntable” section, that he knew them all, too.
Do you have a good story about one of these photos?
E-mail editor@apex.aero.
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From top to
bottom, left
to right:
Late editor of
Avion magazine,
John N. White,
in three takes.
Cheers! To
another great
conference.

San Diego,
1983. At a B/E
Aerospace
demonstration.
Orlando, 1997.
At a George
of the Junglethemed party.
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Clockwise from
top right:
Orlando,
1997. On the
conference
show floor.
Escalators,
crucial for
navigating
convention
centers.
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Promoting
Delta Air Lines
Horizons with
Turner Inflight
Services
Dallas, 1993.
At an offshoot
WAEA event.
Get in line – for
dancing!
Helen Irvine,
Stellar Group;
and broadcaster
Margaret Throsby
with their
Avion Award
trophies, in 1992.
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Clockwise from
top left:
Munich, 1985.
John McMahon,
Inflight Services;
Marianne Sammann,
Lufthansa; Gabriel
Desdoits, Gades
Films; Gay Lynn
Hege, Inflight
Services, Bert
Diener, Swissair
Michael Covell and
Roy Cox, founders
of Entertainment
in Motion
London, 1991.
Italo Poli, then
Swissair (second
from left); and Mark
Horton, then with
British Airways
(fourth from right).
Lori Krans,
Sony Trans Com
Sir Richard Branson
with the Airvision
IFE system in view.
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Long Beach,
2010. Daphne
Braam-Rodgers,
Global Eagle;
Doug Backelin,
American
Airlines; and
Patrick Brannelly,
Emirates
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WAEA Board
of Directors,
1990–1991
Durban, 1998.
Riding a rhino.
Miami, 2006.
Photoshoot with
cocktails.
Undated press
release photo

PHOTO: COURTESY OF LEIGH MANTLE

Clockwise from
top left:

VISIONARIES

THE

new
SCHOOL
There’s been much to applaud in the past
40 years, but it’s all for naught if we don’t know
where we’re heading. Some of the industry’s
brightest minds are recognized here for their
vision of the passenger experience of the future.
BY VALERIE SILVA | PHOTOS BY XAVIER ANSART, JASON HALES, HARRY RICHARDS AND JOKE SCHUT
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MARTINE VAN DER LEE -

For Walking the
Talk on Direct
Customer
Communications
Online

DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL MEDIA, KLM

KLM piloted the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in its customer-service
operations three years ago, and 50 percent of its social interactions are now
supported by the technology – something Martine van der Lee says makes her
team of 350 (the largest social media team in the world) twice as productive.
Conversational interfaces – be they social media, messaging apps or
voice-activated systems – will continue to play a major role in the passenger
experience of the future, and when combined with AI, they’ll yield entirely
new user experiences and commercial opportunities, van der Lee says. “We believe service will become realtime and proactive, with complete trips being booked and planned through conversational interfaces,” she says.
“Building your brand and business with conversation is the future.”
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CLYDE HUTCHINSON

HEAD OF INNOVATION, VIVA AIR LABS

For Rooting Out
Regional
Travel Deterrents
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In Latin America, the journey to the
airport could cost a traveler just as much
as the airfare itself, says Clyde Hutchinson,
identifying one of the pain points low-cost
carrier Viva Air sought to address with
the inauguration of South America’s first
aviation innovation lab last year. Regarding
the question of urban mobility, Viva Air Labs
is slated to run a pilot project this fall at
José María Córdova International Airport in
Colombia to deliver a multimodal solution
that would allow passengers to get to and
from the airport inexpensively and efficiently.
Another segment of the journey begging to
be reconsidered, according to Hutchinson,
is the airport, which in addition to long
queues and baggage woes offers food that “is
typically unhealthy and lacking character or a
sense of place” and a “duty-free bargain that
is now more expensive than you can buy at
home online.” Hutchinson envisions airports
of the future taking cues from models
like WeWork and Selina “rather than the
declining shopping mall,” and as one of the
lab’s only full-time employees, he is eager to
prototype new solutions from innovators and
entrepreneurs in the region.

•

DR. MARK HILLER -

CEO, RECARO AIRCRAFT SEATING

For Not
Resting Until
Passengers
Can Do So
Comfortably,
Too

Space and comfort are compromised in
the aircraft cabin, but the application of
new materials and technologies could
mitigate the impact flying has on sleep,
posture and pressure points – even in
the main cabin, says Dr. Mark Hiller.
Recaro was awarded the 2019 Crystal
Cabin Award for “Passenger Comfort
Hardware” for a trio of comfort elements designed for long-range
economy-class flying, and recent partnerships with jetlite for humancentric lighting that reduces the effects of jet lag, and Airbus for an
Internet of Things-enabled cabin environment, show that Dr. Hiller
isn’t resting on his accomplishments.
When it comes to his vision for the future of the passenger
experience, Dr. Hiller expects seats to be fully customizable and
adaptable. “Passengers will be able to determine how their seat will
look, which comfort options will be available and what additional
services they will receive,” he says, adding, “There is also a growing
trend to increase the sustainability of a product and reduce its
environmental impact – efficiency is a key consideration.”
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STEVE KING -

CEO, BLACK SWAN DATA

For Making Sense of
Today’s Numbers for
Tomorrow’s Reality

“It’s shocking, really, when you look at all the airlines that are
going bankrupt these days. I think it’s a moral responsibility
for all of us working in the business to help them out, because
without them we simply don’t have any business,” says Steve
King, explaining why Black Swan Data’s aviation arm, Fethr,
isn’t just about creating pioneering artificial intelligence (AI) tools for airlines, but also pairing these with business
models that allow airlines to keep flying. “Right now, airlines are being penalized with everything new they are trying
to do. They shouldn’t be paying for things when they’ve got loads of passengers sitting idle-thumbed,” he adds.
A self-proclaimed geek, King believes airlines can harness the growing ubiquity of in-flight connectivity – and
the resulting onslaught of data – to better understand passenger behavior patterns and create personalized and
profitable in-flight experiences. Armed with strong industry alliances – Panasonic Avionics has helped it get
airline exposure and Gate Gourmet has allowed it to experiment with menus and crunch data on waste – Fethr
is well-positioned to make that happen. “I can talk as much as I want about algorithms and AI, but we need the
people who can actually implement the change on our side,” he says.
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“I can talk
as much as
I want about
algorithms
and AI, but
we need the
people who
can actually
implement
the change
on our side.”
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DAVID BARTLETT

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER,
PANASONIC AVIONICS

For Realizing the
Possibility of
Wellness on Board

•

AIREEN OMAR

DEPUTY GROUP CEO, TECHNOLOGY
& DIGITAL, AIRASIA

It seems like every airline these days
is pontificating on plans to become
the “Amazon of travel,” but AirAsia
is actually doing something about it,
having just this spring announced
plans to erect an e-commerce lifestyle
app it hopes will surpass the size of its
airline business. CEO Tony Fernandes
intends to spend up to $22.5 million a year to transform the low-cost
carrier into a technology-first company, and the woman tasked with
the job of heading digital strategy and encouraging innovation and
collaboration across the business is Aireen Omar.
Nearly two decades after becoming the first in the region to issue
e-tickets, AirAsia – fortified by a mega-pool of consumer data from
its booking engine – is now primed to take on non-airline companies,
too. “Any startup, or even the existing players, would love the data
that we have on our consumers and their behavior,” Omar told Nikkei
Asian Review. To expand its core business, AirAsia this year launched
a venture-capital arm, called RedBeat Ventures, of which Omar is
its CEO, to invest in startups operating in travel, lifestyle, logistics,
cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, fintech and more.

Not long ago, mobile phones did little more
than make calls – now they are personal
devices containing entire worlds. Panasonic
Avionics is planning a similar shift for the
humble in-flight entertainment experience:
“We are transitioning IFE systems to be
digital platforms that drive new outcomes in
addition to just playing movies,” says Bartlett.
The company’s Wellness solution is a
great example of how an open framework
could deliver entirely new and personalized
experiences for passengers. It integrates with
external apps such as Calm, myNoise and
Mimi, and can also combine with an Internet
of Things endpoint to provide better noise
reduction, lighting and air cleansing. The
company is even working with ecosystem
partners such as wellness retreats to deliver
new content. “Because of advances like these,
I’m a firm believer in our aspiration that
tomorrow’s passengers will leave the plane
feeling even better than when they boarded,”
Bartlett says.
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For
Building the
Digital Airline
of This
Generation’s
Dreams

VISIONARIES

GIL WEST -

SENIOR EVP AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, DELTA AIR LINES
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For
Fostering
Technological
Innovation
From the
Inside Out

They say if you want something done right, you ought to do it yourself. This might
be what Gil West had in mind with the creation of Delta Air Lines’ wholly owned
subsidiary Delta Flight Products (DFP), which began as a vision to help the airline
take control of the most complex aspects of aircraft interiors. In addition to
facilitating mid-life interior modifications, DFP has already yielded its own wireless
streaming in-flight entertainment technology, enabling the reduction of about one
pound (half a kilogram) of wiring per seat, the company reports. As a result, Delta’s
modified Boeing 767-400 fleet will eliminate about 1,330 metric tons of carbon
emissions annually.
DFP, along with The Hangar, Delta’s global innovation center, are “key channels we’re using across the business to
constantly explore new ways to turn air travel into a part of the journey to get excited about,” West explains. “Customers
expect their experiences with Delta to align with those of other great brands, so as technology advances at warp speed,
we will continue innovating to transform flying in the ways customers and employees tell us are most important.”
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“We’ve really
committed to
having startups
working side by
side with our
c-level, senior
executives
and everyone
in our offices.”

•

DUPSY ABIOLA -

HEAD OF GLOBAL INNOVATION, INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES GROUP

As a young barrister, Dupsy Abiola found herself abandoning
her career and setting up her own intern recruitment company:
an online meeting place where students and graduates could be
matched with employers. To get Intern Avenue off the ground,
she delivered the pitch of a lifetime on Dragons’ Den, which
garnered her an investment of £100,000. Several years later, she
now sits on the opposite side of the pitch table for Hangar 51, International Airlines Group’s (IAG) accelerator
program, which gives startups the chance to rapid-pilot their ideas on an airline’s global scale. (Past participants
have included Volantio, Inflight VR and Mototok.)
“Most corporate accelerator programs are externally based, but we’ve really committed to having startups working
side by side with our c-level, senior executives and everyone in our offices for 10 weeks. This level of engagement
gets the best value for us and for them,” Abiola says. Her ultimate vision for the future of travel? “Seamless,
sustainable and powered by technology.” This year’s iteration of the Hangar 51 innovation program includes a
sustainability category, with a focus on carbon offset, carbon capture and innovative waste management, giving
weight to Abiola’s vision.
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For Believing in
a Sustainable,
Technology-Enabled
Future
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DEVIN LIDDELL -

PRINCIPAL FUTURIST, TEAGUE

For
Innovating
at the
Seams of
Transport
Industries

While industry insiders
are touting the need
for seamless air travel,
Liddell is busy imagining
a future for the seams
surrounding that journey
– be they the transition
from city to airport,
security checkpoint to gate, or aircraft cabin to hotel
room. “These in-between moments, these handoffs,
are the real opportunities for breakthrough design
that delivers better passenger experiences and better
aviation-based businesses,” Liddell says.
As a regular contributor on Fast Company, Liddell
has written about the looming effects of lost airport
parking revenue at the hands of ridesharing and
autonomous vehicles, the role of artificial intelligence
in airport processing and radical alternatives to current
airline practices, such as the introduction of Amazonstyle subscriptions. Through regular work with clients
like Toyota, Amazon and Google, Liddell bolsters
his intermodal focus with intimate knowledge, not
blanket assumption. “People will sometimes ask me
why I’m so active within both commercial aviation
and autonomous vehicles, for example. The reason is
super-straightforward,” he says. “Both of their futures
are deeply intertwined.”

PAUL EDWARDS -

HEAD OF CREATIVE DESIGN, AIRBUS

The parameters of comfort, service,
ambience and design in the cabin are
undergoing a process of expansion,
says Paul Edwards, the main creative
architect behind Airbus’ Airspace.
“Airlines will offer passengers in all classes much more choice and flexibility, including
the ability to select a flight experience based on their personal needs, which are very
different for business or leisure, for old or young or for traveling alone or with family,”
he says. And while in the past, the cabin experience was punctuated by stand-alone cabin
elements – seats, galleys and lavatories, for instance – with greater digitization these will
conjoin, and an Internet of Things-enabled environment will become the standard.
“IoT is about so much more than just voice-activated controls,” Edwards says. “We will
see the merging of lighting and display technology to create truly unique, inspiring spaces
and atmospheres where ambience and functionality combine, enhanced by augmented
reality and supportive multimedia technologies such as surface lighting, OLED screens and
artificial outside views.” A visualization of these digitally enhanced spaces was made public
at this year’s Paris Air Show, where Airbus released its Airspace Cabin Vision 2030. Like the
airframer’s Concept Cabin 2050, the vision for 10 years out is driven by passenger needs,
Edwards says, but is “just a little closer to reality!”
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For Flexing Imagination
Inside the Confines of
the Cabin
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MICHAEL IBBITSON -

EVP, TECHNOLOGY AND INFRASTRUCTURE, DUBAI AIRPORTS

The fact that passengers still have to queue at check-in, passport control and the gate to prove who they are when
they’ve already provided all that info weeks or even months out “is just bizarre,” says Michael Ibbitson. A system that
ensures traveler identities are made available to all the entities before they arrive would improve the experience for
travelers and reduce the amount of space dedicated to processing in airports, Ibbitson says. The reallocation of space
is something that would certainly benefit an airport like Dubai’s, which saw 22 million travelers pass through its doors
in the first quarter of 2019 alone.
“It’s not a simple task because it’s cross-border, cross-jurisdiction and it covers many ideologies and governments,”
Ibbitson says. But Dubai Airports is working closely with IATA, as well as other airports and airlines, to create a system
that is standardized across the entire industry, with trials already completed between London and Dubai and pending
for London–Dubai–Australia. Ibbitson insists this type of industry-wide collaboration isn’t unprecedented: Widespread
standardization of barcode boarding and e-ticketing have already been achieved, for example. “Surely we can do the
same with identity and biometrics,” he says.
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For Daring to Find a Simpler Way Through the Airport

